BIKE CARE GUIDE

PROTECT.

Clean.
WD-40 BIKE® Biodegradable
Foaming Wash

WD-40 BIKE®
Frame Polish

Dirt-eating suds remove the
most stubborn grime from your
bike, leaving it sparkling clean.
Biodegradable and safe for carbon
fiber, titanium, aluminum, steel,
chrome, rubber or plastic. Doesn’t
contain citrus or solvents, which
can damage components.

Specially formulated to prevent the
build-up of dirt, dust and grime.
Helps treated surfaces stay cleaner
longer. Restores scratched areas
and the luster of clear coats, carbon
or other finishes (completely dry
matte finishes before applying).
Delivers UV protection to prevent
sun damage.

Use on:
Saddle
Stem
Frame
Derailleurs
Pedals

Handlebars
Levers
Wheels
Drivetrain

WD-40 BIKE®
Heavy-Duty Degreaser
Safely dissolves and removes
grease from frames and drivetrains.
Thick formula clings to surfaces for
effective cleaning. Safe for carbon
fiber, titanium, aluminum, steel,
chrome, rubber or plastic. Doesn’t
contain citrus or solvents, which
can damage components.
Use on:
Cassette
Derailleurs
Crankset
Chain
Pedals
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Use on:
Top tube
Head tube
Seat tube
Down tube

Seat stays
Chain stays
Fork
Bottom bracket shell

WD-40® Multi-Use
Product

LUBE.
WD-40 BIKE®
Dry Conditions
Chain Lube

WD-40 BIKE®
Wet Conditions
Chain Lube

Special petroleum/polymer blend
forms a slippery dry film to protect
your chain and repel dirt in arid or
dusty conditions. It doesn’t contain
wax which can leave a sticky
residue on the drivetrain.

Proprietary formulation goes on wet
and stays wet as a durable coating
that holds up to weather, water,
mud and miles. It improves shifting
and extends chain life by repelling
moisture and gunk.

Use on: Chain

Use on: Chain

Still a must for every bike tool chest.
Lubricate squeaky shifters, cables,
derailleurs and pivot points. Free
metal-to-metal seat posts, bottom
brackets and bolts. Shed mud from
pedals and cleats. Remove adhesive
residue and sticky substances.
Prevent rust on steel frames and parts.
Use on:
Sticky gear shifters
Seized or sticky seat brackets
Any rusted parts
Derailleur pivot points
Pedals/Clips to displace water

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.

